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1. Wearable computers













2. Cyber-physical systems



Cyber-physical systems integrate the physical world into the elec-
tronic world

They allow us to electronically manage and interact with the
physical world. Physical objects are seamlessly integrated into
the information network.

Applications

Industry: aerosp., autom., chemical plants, transp., farming

Daily life: healthcare, traffic mgt, finding your wallet, finding
your grandmother

Billions of sensors (RFID, temp., web cams, Geiger ctrs., seismic);
Everything is tagged at manufacture time (clothes, food packets,
cups, keys, phones, pets, people, verhicles, tools)

The Internet of things
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physical digital

sensors
cameras, RFID, GPS, 

seismic, Geiger, 
temperature, infra-red

actuators
motors, servos, 

speakers, controllers, 
robotics, appliances



3. Cloud computing
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What all this
enables. . .





Ben Smyth

facebook.com
- born 26 Oct 1983, 
- interested in women.
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- research student

loria.fr: CNRS engineer

bensmyth.com:  Worked 
on Helios voting system.



  

● Met her at 
INFOSEC'28.

● Works on public 
key crypto.

● Student at UoB, 
2026-29.

● Did project on 
image analysis.

● Works for IBM.
● Participates on 

EU FP14 project 
“AVANTSSAR”.



“Simply speak a question, or
just think it, and an answer will
return from a vast, collectively
produced data matrix. Google
queries will seem quaint.”

David Kirkpatrick, 2006
CNN Fortune senior editor



Privacy
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What privacy is

Restrictions on the processing and dissemination of
information related to you.

Privacy of communication

e-mail, ’phone calls, text messages, IMs, Facebook
messages

Privacy of behaviour

where you go, what you do, pages you visit

Privacy of personal records

docs, photos, transactions, contributions, archives
health records, personnel records, judgements, reviews
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About 440,000 requests by the police, local authorities and
other permitted organisations to monitor telephone calls,
emails and text messages were requested in a 15 month period
in 2005-06 in the UK.

G. Crossman, H. Kitchen, R. Kuna, M. Skrein and J. Russell. Overlooked: Surveillance and personal privacy in modern Britain. Published by Liberty. www.liberty-human-rights.org.uk. October 2007.

There are 563 such permitted organisations.
Report by Interception of Communications Commissioner, 2007. Guardian, 27th February 2007.

The “Intercept Modernisation Programme” is a UK
Government initiative to centralise electronic communications
traffic data in the UK in a single database.

H. M. Government. The United Kingdom Security & Counter-Terrorism Science & Innovation Strategy. security.homeoffice.gov.uk/news-publications/publication-search/general/science-innovation-strategy1, 2007.

To combat terrorism, MI5 and MI6 have sought full automated
access to Transport for London’s “Oyster” smartcard database.

The Register. Spooks want to go fishing in Oyster database. www.theregister.co.uk/2008/03/17/spooks want oyster.

www.liberty-human-rights.org.uk
security.homeoffice.gov.uk/news-publications/publication-search/general/science-innovation-strategy1
www.theregister.co.uk/2008/03/17/spooks_want_oyster
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Comments

While fans of social media like to post broadcast every move,

police said it can have a highly detrimental effect as it leaves

their homes at the mercy of criminals.

And now insurers are warning they face higher insurance

premiums if they were the victims of crime having publicised

being away.

Wisbech magistrates’ court heard that Peter Trower, 22 and

Joseph McLennan, 18, monitored Facebook accounts waiting

for the “perfect opportunity” to rob a home in the town.

Trower, it transpired, knew the victims’ daughter and had been

to the three-bedroom house twice before. When he fell out with

the family, he hatched a plan for “revenge” and, being a friend

of theirs on Facebook, had access to their status updates.

When the family posted they were going away, the pair

ransacked the property and stole computers, jewellery, DVDs

and a purse. They were caught red-handed after being spotted

by a neighbour. Both admitted burglary and will be sentenced

later.

Det Ch Inspector Ian Tandy, from Cambridgeshire police, said

the case highlighted the dangers of putting too much personal

information online.

He said: “I would urge the public to be cautious when using
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Facebook users warned of burglary risk
Users of social networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter have been warned
by police after two men were convicted of burgling a house whose owners had
advertised the fact they were away.
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IT Security & Network Security News
Chinese Government Ordered Hack on Google
Servers: Wikileaks

There are 0 user comments on this IT Security & Network Security News &
Reviews story.

Wikileaks gave the New York Times a diplomatic cable that shows the Chinese
government was responsible for the hack on Google's Gmail system.

China's government was indeed behind the
hack on Google's Gmail system earlier this
year according to a cable captured by the
controversial Wikileaks organization.

Wikileaks, which butters its bread collecting
secret documents and seeding them in media
outlets, snagged 250,000 American diplomatic
cables dating back three years and released
some of them to the New York Times and other media outlets.

The Times cited one of the cables as proof that "China's Politburo directed the
intrusion into Google's computer systems in that country, a Chinese contact told
the American Embassy in Beijing in January."

The hack was part of a computer sabotage campaign carried out by government
operatives, private security experts and Internet outlaws recruited by the Chinese
government. This has been going on since at least 2002, the cable said.

A Google spokesperson told eWEEK: "We aren't going to be able to comment. As
you know, since we revealed this incident in January, we haven't been speculating
as to the parties responsible."

Easily one of the biggest stories of the year concerning Google, the search engine
reported the China infiltration on its servers Jan. 12.

David Drummond, senior vice president of corporate development and chief legal
officer, described the hack as a "highly sophisticated and targeted attack on our
corporate infrastructure originating from China that resulted in the theft of
intellectual property from Google."

Gmail accounts of human rights activists were accessed. The Chinese government
denied any involvement.

Drummond said Google would no longer censor results on Google.cn and
threatened to shut down its operations in China amid concerns about a cyber-
attack and repeated efforts to access the Gmail accounts of Chinese activists.

The U.S. State Department, which oversees such matters, supported Google's
action, but didn't do anything more to support the company beyond a
"condemnation." 

Analysts at Jefferies and Co. said that while Google.cn accounts for $250 million
to $300 million (1 to 2 percent) of Google's net revenue, the long-term impact of
Google's absence from China could be greater because China boasts some 400
million Web users the search engine won't be able to serve.

Failing to negotiate a proper resolution with the Chinese government, Google
made partial good on its threat in March when it ceased censoring its Google
Search, Google News and Google Images sites on Google.cn.

The company redirected those who visit the search engine to its Hong Kong site
Google.com.hk, where it served users uncensored search in simplified Chinese.
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Don’t use Facebook?

Even if you don’t even have a Facebook
account, Facebook can still track your activity!

It can serve you a cookie (containing a random
identifier), and track your use by linking it to
that.
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Scott McNealy, CEO Sun Microsystems, 1999

“Consumer privacy issues are a red herring. You have
zero privacy anyway. Get over it.”



Scott McNealy, CEO Sun Microsystems, 1999
“Consumer privacy issues are a red herring. You have
zero privacy anyway. Get over it.”



Larry Ellison, CEO Oracle, 2001

“All you have to give up is your illusions. Right now,
you can go onto the Internet and get a credit report
about your neighbour, find out where he works and
how much he earns.”
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Eric Schmidt, CEO Google, 2009

“If you have something that you don’t want anyone
to know, maybe you shouldn’t be doing it in the first
place.”
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Mark Zuckerberg, CEO Facebook, 2010

“Privacy is no longer a social norm. People are com-
fortable sharing more information, and different kinds,
and with more people.”



Mark Zuckerberg, CEO Facebook, 2010
“Privacy is no longer a social norm. People are com-
fortable sharing more information, and different kinds,
and with more people.”



Is that true?

Do people want privacy,
and if so, why?
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People do want privacy, in order to
avoid. . .

incorrect conclusions, resulting
from deliberate or accidental errors
in the data, or misinterpretations,
or prejudice

blackmail or extortion, or other
abuse of power

commercial pestering (spam)

Privacy concerns all aspects of live,
including past relationships, political
views, financial affairs, past deeds, and
also the trivia of everyday life.

Problem: people might
abuse privacy to do bad
things. . .

commit fraud, evade
taxes

trade in child
pornography images

commit terrorism, to
kill or injure without
being detected

commandeer a botnet
to take down Google
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The privacy challenge

How to balance

privacy and accountability

individual privacy and societal security

How to build systems that support this

balance?

(Legislation is important too)



  

Vision
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evaluate technologies 
that support appropriate 
kinds of privacy.

Examples:

● absolute

● relative to interrogator
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To design, build and 
evaluate technologies 
that support appropriate 
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Examples:

● absolute

● relative to interrogator

● verifiable-conditional

Example: your vote.

To ensure free and fair 
elections, your vote 
should be completely 
private to you.

It should not be 
accessible by 
potentially corrupt 
election officials, 
programmers, 
administrators, or 
indeed anyone, ever. 

Vision



  

Example: e-mail, 
Facebook, online 
documents.

Typically, we want data 
to be confidential from 
the service provider, 
while still allowing the 
provider to route the 
data to the intended 
receiver.

Can be very hard to 
achieve.

Vision

To design, build and 
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that support appropriate 
kinds of privacy.

Examples:
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● relative to interrogator

● verifiable-conditional



  

Vision

Example: Oyster card 
usage, mobile phone 
usage, ISP logs.

Data may be accessed 
only by authorised 
agents, and only under 
certain conditions. The 
presence/absence of 
the conditions and of 
the access are 
verifiable by the user.

To design, build and 
evaluate technologies 
that support appropriate 
kinds of privacy.

Examples:

● absolute

● relative to interrogator

● verifiable-conditional



1. The TPM as a
privacy-enhancing

technology



The trusted platform module



  

Digital rights
management

unforgeable

co
nfig

uratio
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port

Secure environment



Richard Stallman
Creator of GNU, Emacs,

GCC, GPL, the Free
Software Foundation

“With a plan they call trusted
computing, large media
corporations, together with
computer companies such as
Microsoft and Intel, are
planning to make your
computer obey them instead of
you.”

He calls it “treacherous
computing”.



Ross Anderson
Professor of Computer
Security, University of

Cambridge

“TC can support remote
censorship. In its simplest form,
applications may be designed to
delete pirated music under remote
control.”

“In 2010 President Clinton may
have two red buttons on her desk -
one that sends the missiles to
China, and another that turns off
all the PCs in China.”

He also talks of commercial
bullying, economic warfare and
political censorship.



  

Secure environment

Attestation
from cloud

Cloud server



What we are doing about the TPM

Improvements to its
specification

Developing languages for
describing its behaviour
and verifying its properties

Developing methods for
using it in cloud-based
applications

J0KρH`φµ = ∅

JQ1 | Q2KρH`φfalse = JQ1Kρ H`φfalse ∪ JQ2KρH`φfalse

J!QKρH`φfalse = JQKρH`φfalse

Jnew a;QKρH`φµ =
{

JQK(ρ ∪ {a 7→ a[`]})H`φµ
JQK(ρ ∪ {a 7→ attn[]})H`φµ

if a ∈ bn(Q)
otherwise

Jin(M,x);QKρH`φfalse = JQK(ρ ∪ {x 7→ x, vs1 7→ vs1, . . . , vsn 7→ vsn}) H ′ (x :: `) φ false
where φ0 = (vs1, . . . , vsn),with vs1, . . . , vsn fresh

and H ′ = H ∧message(φ0, ρ(M), x)

Jin(M,x);QKρH`φtrue = JQK(ρ ∪ {x 7→ x})(H ∧message(φ, ρ(M), x))(x :: `)φtrue

Jout(M,N);QKρH`φµ = {H ⇒ message(φ, ρ(M), ρ(N))} ∪ JQKρH`φµ

Jlet x = g(M1, . . . ,Mn) in

Q1 else Q2KρH`φµ =
⋃{

JQ1K((ρσ) ∪ {x 7→ p′σ′})(Hσ)(`σ)(φσ)µ |
g(p′1, . . . , p

′
n)→ p′ ∈ def(g) and (σ, σ′) mgus and

M1ρσ = p′1σ
′, . . . ,Mnρσ = p′nσ

′
}
∪ JQ2KρH`φµ

Jif M = N then Q1

else Q2KρH`φµ = JQ1K(ρσ)(Hσ)(`σ)(φσ)µ ∪ JQ2KρH`φµ where σ = mgu(ρ(M), ρ(N))

Jlock;QKρH`φfalse = JQK(ρ ∪ {vs1 7→ vs1, . . . , vsn 7→ vsn})H`φ0true
where φ0 = (vs1, . . . , vsn), with vs1, . . . , vsn fresh

Junlock;QKρH`φtrue = JQKρH`φfalse

Jsi := M ;QKρH`φfalse = JQK(ρ ∪ {vs1 7→ vs1, . . . , vsn 7→ vsn, vc 7→ vc, vm 7→ vm})H`φfalse
∪{H ∧message(φ0, vc, vm)⇒ message(φ1, vc, vm)}
∪{H ∧ attacker(φ0, vm)⇒ attacker(φ1, vm)}

where φ0 = (vs1, . . . , vsi−1, vsi, vsi+1, . . . , vsn),
and φ1 = (vs1, . . . , vsi−1, ρ(M), vsi+1, . . . , vsn)

with vs1, . . . , vsn, vc, vm fresh

Jsi := M ;QKρH`φtrue = JQK(ρ ∪ {vc 7→ vc, vm 7→ vm})H`φ′true
∪{H ∧message(φ, vc, vm)⇒ message(φ′, vc, vm)}
∪{H ∧ attacker(φ, vm)⇒ attacker(φ′, vm)}

where φ = (M1, . . . ,Mi−1,Mi,Mi+1, . . . ,Mn),
and φ′ = (M1, . . . ,Mi−1, ρ(M),Mi+1, . . . ,Mn),

and vc, vm fresh

Jread si as x;QKρH`φfalse = JQK(ρ ∪ {x 7→ vsi, vs1 7→ vs1, . . . , vsi 7→ vsi, . . . , vsn 7→ vsn,
vc 7→ vc, vm 7→ vm})(H ∧message(φ0, vc, vm))`φfalse

where φ0 = (vs1, . . . , vsi, . . . , vsn),
with vs1, . . . , vsi, . . . , vsn, vc, vm fresh

Jread si as x;QKρH`φtrue = JQK(ρ ∪ {x 7→Mi, vc 7→ vc, vm 7→ vm})(H ∧message(φ, vc, vm))`φtrue
where φ = (M1, . . . ,Mi, . . . ,Mn) and vc, vm fresh

Figure 3. The rules for translating a stateful process into clauses.
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EasyChair: the little Facebook

Year #confs
2002 2
2003 3
2004 7
2005 66
2006 276
2007 629
2008 1312
2009 2183
2010 3306
2011 >3690
2012 >161
2013 >5



EasyChair data about Mark Ryan, 2005-2011

Reviewed papers by A.Gordon (CSF’11), D.Ghica (FCS’11), G.Steel
(ESORICS’10), M.Fisher (FM’10), P.Panagaden (LICS’09), and others.
Recommended reject for all of them.

Had papers reviewed by S.Kremer (S&P’10), A.Martin (TRUST’09),
M.Huth (POPL’08), J.Fiadeiro (CAV’09), etc. They all recommended
accept.

number of papers submitted 25
number of papers accepted 17

Acceptance rate 0.68
number of papers reviewed 107

number of times recommended accept 24
Recomendation agr. w. outcome 28%

Probability CSF 2012 re-invites him 0.2
Prob. will win ACM Turing award 2−11.2
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Chair Cloud Reviewer Author

Reviewing

[(A1, {subm1}pub(conf )); . . . ; (An, {submn}pub(conf ))]← DBconf

pick R1, . . . ,Rn ∈ {R1, . . . , Rℓ}
DB ← [({subm1}Kconf

,R1); . . . ; ({submn}Kconf
,Rn)]

{i1, . . . , ik} ← {i | (Ai , Pi , R) ∈ DB}
DBR ← [{submi1

}Kconf
; . . . ; {submik

}Kconf
]

DBR

pick s1, . . . , sk ∈ S
create r1, . . . , rk

DB
′

R
← [ {submi1

, r1, s1}Kconf
; . . . ; {submik

, rk , sk}Kconf
]

DB
′

R

DBrev ← DB
′

R
@DBrev



2. Electronic

voting



Electronic voting potentially offers
efficiency

higher voter participation
greater accuracy
lower costs

better security

vote-privacy even in presence of
corrupt election authorities
voter verification, i.e. the
ability of voters and observers
to check the declared outcome
against the votes cast.

Examples of
people voting



Desired properties

  

Verifiability
● Outcome of election is 

verifiable by voters 
and observers

● You don’t need to trust 
election software

Incoercibility
● Your vote is private

● even if you try to 
cooperate with a coercer

● even if the coercer is the 
election authorities

Usability
● Vote & go
● Verify any time



What we are doing in electronic voting

Developing solutions that
achieve these combinations
of properties

Developing methods for
describing its properties,
and verifying solutions
against them

Incoercibility:
VP is coercion resistant if there exists a process V ′ such that for any C = new c1.new c2.( | P)
satisfying

ñ ∩ fn(C) = ∅
S [C [VA{?/v}c1,c2] | VB{a/v}] ≈` S [VA{c/v}chc | VB{a/v}]

we have

C [V ′]\out(chc,·) ≈` VA{a/v},
S [C [VA{?/v}c1,c2 ] | VB{a/v}] ≈` S [C [V ′] | VB{c/v}].

Verifiability:
Soundness

∀i , j . ΦIV (vi , ri , y) ∧ ΦIV (vj , rj , y) ⇒ i = j (1)

ΦUV (ṽ , ỹ , p) ∧ ΦUV (ṽ ′, ỹ , p) ⇒ ṽ ' ṽ ′ (2)^
1≤i≤n

ΦIV (vi , ri , yi ) ∧ ΦUV (ṽ ′, ỹ , p) ⇒ ṽ ' ṽ ′ (3)

ΦEV (w̃ , ỹ , p) ∧ ΦEV (w̃ ′, ỹ , p) ⇒ w̃ ' w̃ ′ (4)^
1≤i≤n

ΦIV (vi , wi , ri , yi ) ∧ ΦEV (w̃ ′, ỹ , p) ⇒ w̃ ' w̃ ′ (5)

ΦEV (w̃ , ỹ , p) ∧ ΦEV (w̃ , ỹ ′, p′) ⇒ ỹ ' y ′ (6)

Effectiveness ^
1≤i≤n

ΦIV (vi , wi , ri , yi ) ∧ ΦUV (ṽ , ỹ , p) ∧ ΦEV (w̃ , ỹ , p) (7)
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Big brother and little brother



Big brother and little brother



Big, middle and little brother (?)


